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Plasmonic effects including near-ﬁeld coupling, light scattering, guided mode through surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), Förster
resonant energy transfer (FRET), and thermoplasmonics are extensively used for harnessing inexhaustible solar energy for
photovoltaics and photocatalysis. Recently, plasmonic hot carrier-driven photocatalysis has received additional attention thanks to
its speciﬁc selectivity in the catalytic conversion of gas molecules and organic compounds, resulting from the direct injection of hot
carriers into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of the adsorbate molecule. The excellent light trapping property and high
efﬁciency of hot charge-carrier generation through electromagnetic surface plasmon decay have been identiﬁed as the dominant
mechanisms that promote energy-intensive chemical reactions at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. However,
understanding the electromagnetic effects of plasmonics and distinguishing them from chemical effects in photocatalysis is
challenging. While there exist several reviews underlining the experimental observations of plasmonic effects, this critical review
addresses the physical origin of the various plasmon-related phenomena and how they can promote photocatalysis. The conditions
under which each plasmonic effect dominates and how to distinguish one from another is also discussed, together with the analysis
of the photoconversion efﬁciency. Finally, future research directions are proposed with the aim to accelerate progress in this ﬁeld at
the interface between chemistry and physics.
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Free electrons inside a metal are in equilibrium and move like
free gas molecules under dark conditions, and are displaced by a
distance of u under light irradiation leading to a surface charge
density σ = ±neu at the slab boundaries, where n is the charge
density and e the electron charge (Fig. 1a)1. This establishes a
homogeneous electric ﬁeld inside the slab. The displaced electrons
experience a restoring force from the positively charged nuclei and
oscillate collectively at a frequency called plasma frequency. The
quanta of these charge oscillations are called plasmons.5 When the
plasmon modes are conﬁned to the interface between a material with
a positive value of the real part of the dielectric constant (e.g.
vacuum, air, glass, or other dielectrics) and a material with a
negative value (metal or heavily doped semiconductor) are termed
as surface plasmons.6,7 For metal nanoparticles with a regular shape
and much smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, the
particle–light interaction can be described using the dipole
approximation.8 The incoming electromagnetic ﬁeld induces a
dipole moment inside a particle, which is resonantly enhanced
when the frequency of the ﬁeld matches the natural frequency of
surface electrons oscillating against the restoring force of positive
nuclei, which is termed as localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) (Fig. 1b).2 The lifetime of LSPR is tens of femtoseconds and
can be computed from homogeneous linewidths measured from the
scattering spectra of a plasmonic metal using a dark-ﬁeld
microscope.9 Nanoparticles with non-regular shapes can support
higher-order modes, beyond the dipolar mode.10
LSPR is damped by two processes; radiative decay or scattering
into photons, dominating for larger nanoparticles in unreactive
environments (i.e. without any molecular adsorbates on the surface),
and non-radiative decay due to absorption, dominating for small
particles.11 LSPR damping can also be understood by the fact that
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dephasing of the polarization is caused by population decay via
transformation of particle plasmons into photons (radiative damping)
and via non-radiative damping into electron-hole pair generation at
the surface of the nanoparticle, with their energy matching the
resonant photon energy.12,13 The decay dynamics of LSPR can be
well-described by three representative time constants τ: i) the
relaxation from a non-Fermi to a Fermi electron distribution through
electron-electron scattering (τ < 100 fs), ii) cooling of the hot
electron gas through electron-phonon scattering (τ ≈ 1–10 ps), iii)
heat dissipation to the environment through phonon-phonon scattering (τ ≈ 100 ps).14,15 With respect to the metal band structure,
non-radiative decay has two channels as shown in Fig. 1c i.e. i)
intraband excitations within the conduction band and ii) interband
excitations due to transitions between other bands and the conduction band (e.g. lower-lying d-bands to the sp conduction band for
noble metal particles).3,16 As a result, electrons are excited to
unoccupied levels of the conduction band which are located above
the fermi level (EF) leaving holes at occupied levels. These electrons
and holes are collectively known as plasmonic charge carriers. The
plasmonic hot electron generation, distribution and relaxation
mechanisms were discussed in detail using a quantum linear
response theory.17 Recent reviews highlight a wealth of opportunities for plasmonic charge carriers to induce photocatalysis directly
on metal surfaces and by transferring to semiconductor surfaces.15,18
Besides, applications of plasmonic hot-electron have also been
demonstrated for sensing and photodetection.19
In addition to the photocatalysis driven by plasmonic charge
carriers, plasmonics can enhance the efﬁciency of the semiconductors
in photocatalysis through near-ﬁeld electromagnetic enhancement of
charge carrier generation in the semiconductor.20 In this case, plasmonic nanomaterials are used as light-trapping and electromagnetic
ﬁeld concentrating elements as they have extinction cross-sections
greater than their geometric cross-section (Fig. 1d).4,21 The electromagnetic effect and plasmonic charge carriers have been vastly used in
photovoltaics and water splitting and their mechanisms have been
discussed in these reviews.4,22–27 Furthermore, plasmonic nanomaterials
have been used as nano-source of heat to induce thermal catalysis and
the study of this ﬁeld is termed thermo-plasmonics.27 Recently,
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Figure 1. (a) Longitudinal collective oscillations of conduction band electrons. Adapted with permission from Ref. 1. Copyright 2007 Nature Springer. (b)
Illustration of localized surface plasmon of the metal nanoparticles. Adapted with permission from Ref. 2. Copyright 2012 Nature Springer. (c) Schematic of
radiative and non-radiative decay of localized surface plasmon of a nanoparticle. Adapted with permission from Ref. 3. Copyright 2014 Elsevier. (d) Illustration
of the energy ﬂux and the electric ﬁeld intensity for an incident electromagnetic wave with an electric ﬁeld in the plane of the image. Adapted with permission
from Ref. 4. Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.

plasmonic hot-electron-driven photocatalysis has received additional
attention as these electrons can selectively enter into the unoccupied
adsorbate states and have the potential to induce chemical reactions,
which are unlikely under ambient conditions. Linic and co-workers
have discussed the mechanism of plasmonic hot-electron-driven
photocatalytic reactions.12,28
Complementary to many excellent reviews which summarise the
experimental results of plasmonic effect-assisted photocatalysis,29–37
this critical review attempts to give a clear picture of the physical
reason that effects involved in plasmonic nanomaterial-assisted
photocatalysis. A review reported by Cushing et al. addresses the
effects associated with plasmonics, such as light trapping (scattering), near-ﬁeld coupling (plasmon-induced resonance energy
transfer, PIRET), and hot electron injection for enhancing solar
energy conversion efﬁciency of semiconductors integrated with
plasmonic metal nanoparticles. It also highlights the conditions to
control these plasmonic effects in detail.38 The present review is
different from that work as it more targets the understanding of the
term “hot electron” used in different scientiﬁc ﬁelds, discussing hot
electron mediated photocatalysis in the absence of semiconductors
and highlighting the related global debate. Furthermore, the present
review also covers the plasmonic hot hole mediated oxidation
reaction, thermoplasmonics, and more importantly, distinguishing
the role of chemical effects from other plasmonic effects to clear the
prevailing confusion. We have divided the present review into seven
sections and discussed the mechanistic aspects of the plasmonic
effects one by one. The photoconversion efﬁciency of plasmonic
scattering, hot electron injection, and near-ﬁeld coupling are
discussed. The conditions under which each mechanism dominates
are discussed and supported by reported experimental evidence from
various research groups. Finally, we discuss the future of plasmonics
in photocatalysis and the ways to evolve this technology for
facilitating photocatalysis progress to commercial applications.
Electromagnetic Effects for Photocatalysis
Light, as a form of electromagnetic radiation, can induce
chemical reactions by inducing transitions in a molecule when the
photon energy matches the transition energy gap which is called

photoreaction.39 The rate of transition is proportional to the local
electromagnetic ﬁeld intensity (∣E∣2) at the site of the molecule.
As plasmonic nanomaterials are well known for their excellent
electromagnetic ﬁeld concentrating property, they can enhance
the reaction by increasing the local ﬁeld.40 Alternatively, the
plasmonic particles can also enhance chemical reactions by increasing electron-hole pair generation in a nearby semiconductor
which will then transfer the charge carriers to the available states in
the molecule to induce reaction. In this section, we discuss the
electromagnetic effect enhancing the semiconductor efﬁciency for
charge-carrier generation.
The oscillating dipole induced on a plasmonic nanoparticle under
illumination produces radiation that signiﬁcantly modiﬁes the
electromagnetic ﬁeld associated with incoming photons under the
resonance condition.41 For instance, the intensity of the electric ﬁeld
is about 102−103 higher than the incoming photon ﬂux at the surface
of an isolated Ag nanoparticle (75 nm) and 104–105 between two Ag
nanoparticles separated by a distance of 1 nm (Fig. 2a).28 This
enhanced oscillating electromagnetic ﬁeld, localized close to the
surface of a nanoparticle is referred to as near-ﬁeld, and the region of
high intensity is termed as a hot spot.43 The electromagnetic ﬁeld
around a particle is spatially non-homogeneous i.e. more intense
near a metal surface and decreases exponentially with distance.44 At
larger distances, the electric ﬁeld is weaker, though it can scatter
energy to the far-ﬁeld. In metallic ﬁlms, light can be converted into
surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) and can be used to guide light into
a nearby medium. In photocatalysis, plasmonics enhances the
efﬁciency of charge-carrier generation in semiconductors electromagnetically through near-ﬁeld coupling, scattering, and guided
modes and are explained below.
Near-ﬁeld coupling.—When a semiconductor is placed close to a
metal nanoparticle, it encounters the intense ﬁeld near the surface
(whereby the effective absorption cross-section of the semiconductor
increases) and generates a large number of electron-hole pairs in
semiconductor regions close to the surface.45,46 This is a result of the
energy overlap between the near-ﬁeld and the bandgap of the
semiconductor (Fig. 2b).42 This mechanism has been variously
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Figure 2. (a) The electric ﬁeld intensity between two Ag nanocubes and an isolated Ag nanocube. Adapted with permission from Ref. 28. Copyright 2011
Nature Springer. (b) Schematic representation of plasmonic near-ﬁeld coupling. Adapted with permission from Ref. 42. Copyright 2012 American Chemical
Society. (c) Illustration of the electron-hole pair formation and recombination in the absence of plasmonic metal nanoparticles. (d) Illustration of the chargecarrier generation in the presence of plasmonic metal nanoparticles. In this case, the light-absorption layer becomes thinner due to the near-ﬁeld coupling, hence
the electron-hole pairs are generated at the semiconductor surface at a high rate.

named such as localized electromagnetic ﬁeld enhancement (LEMF)
and nearly ﬁled coupling or PIRET.40 It involves dipolar coupling
between the metal and the semiconductor.47 The rate of electronhole pair generation in the semiconductor is proportional to the local
intensity of the electric ﬁeld (e−, h+∝∣ E ∣2 ), which is enhanced by the
plasmon resonance.48,49 In the absence of plasmonic metal, electronhole pairs generated in the bulk of the semiconductor recombine fast
before they migrate to the surface (Fig. 2c). However, in the
presence of the metal nanoparticle, LSPR reduces the thickness
needed in the semiconductor to completely absorb the incident light
and produces electron-hole pairs near the semiconductor surface
(Fig. 2d).50 The charge carriers are readily separated from each other
under the inﬂuence of the surface potential and have a shorter
distance to reach the surface where they can perform efﬁcient
photocatalytic transformations.28 This process has the limitation that
it cannot enhance charge separation at energies smaller than the
bandgap of the semiconductor.
The near-ﬁeld coupling effect can be attained when the plasmonic metal and the semiconductor are in direct contact or when a
spacer separates them. The latter arrangement would prevent chargecarrier transfer between metal and semiconductor and hence enable
to study near-ﬁeld coupling speciﬁcally. For example, the plasmonic
near-ﬁeld of the Au nanoparticle enhanced the charge-carrier
generation in CdS, though Au and CdS were separated by a SiO2
insulating layer (Fig. 3a), and this promotional effect was demonstrated for increasing the water-splitting activity of the CdS.46 The
low rates of plasmon dephasing in metal nanoparticles would

enhance this process and small nanoparticles are more appropriate
as they scatter less to the far-ﬁeld.38 This effect is extremely useful
especially for semiconductors that have small carrier diffusion
lengths.52 It is worth noting that the absorption rate of the
semiconductor has to be higher than the reciprocal of the plasmon
decay time (∼10–50 fs) for efﬁcient near-ﬁeld coupling.53
There are several reports on plasmonic near-ﬁeld enhanced
charge-carrier generation in semiconductors for enhancing the
photocurrent generation in photovoltaic devices,54–59 and hydrogen
and oxygen production through water-splitting reaction.60–65 Linic’s
group proved this effect experimentally that the intense surface
plasmon resonance of Ag nanocubes (surface covered by an
insulating layer) enhanced the photocatalytic H2 evolution
(Fig. 3b) of the nitrogen-doped TiO2 (N-TiO2) under visible light
irradiation; in this case, the Ag LSPR spectrum (i.e. 400–500 nm)
matched the bandgap of the N-TiO2.51 No such enhancement was
observed when Ag was replaced by Au nanocubes as the Au LSPR
does not overlap with the absorption spectrum of the N-TiO2
(Fig. 3c).
Similarly, Wu and co-workers reported the enhanced electronhole pair generation in Cu2O through near-ﬁeld coupling by
fabricating an Au@SiO2@Cu2O sandwich system in which LSPR
of Au and interband transition of Cu2O overlapped (Fig. 3d).42 To
attain this effect selectively requires a spacer between plasmonic
metal and semiconductor to avoid direct charge carrier transfer
between metal and the semiconductor. When two metal nanoparticles are brought close to each other, coupling of their localized
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic of LSPR induced electric ﬁeld in Au and the charge-carrier generation in CdS where Au and CdS are separated by an insulating layer
SiO2. Adapted with permission from Ref. 46. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (b) H2 and O2 production upon visible light illumination of N-TiO2
(black symbols) and Ag/N-TiO2 (blue symbols) photocatalysts, as measured by mass spectrometry. (c) UV–vis. extinction spectra of TiO2, N-TiO2, Ag/N-TiO2,
and Au/N-TiO2 samples. The inset shows different spectra for Ag and Au. Adapted with permission from Ref. 51. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
(d) Schematic representation of the various transfer mechanisms that can occur in the Au@Cu2O structure. Also shown in the diagram are the pump, probe (freecarrier absorption), and recombination paths. Adapted with permission from Ref. 42. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

electromagnetic ﬁeld results in the formation of hot spots where ﬁeld
intensity increases dramatically.66–69 The formation and separation
of electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor at such hot spots are
relatively high compared to the absence of hot spots. The resonance
frequency at the hot spots red-shifts with the decrease of the distance
between the plasmonic nanoparticles.70,71 This feature can guide the
design of plasmonic photocatalysts with wide-range absorption.
However, when the two nanoparticles are in very close contact
(less than 1 nm) charge carriers can tunnel between them and the
coupling will no longer be purely electromagnetic.72 Coupling
effects become much more complicated in compound plasmonic
systems such as arrays and are also affected by the properties of the
nearby semiconductor substrate.
Plasmonic light scattering.—The charge carrier generation in the
semiconductor is proportional to the local ﬁeld intensity, and hence
an alternate way to enhance it is by scattering more light into the
semiconductor. Due to its dipolar nature, plasmonic light scattering
is nearly symmetric in the forward and reverse directions when metal
is embedded in a homogeneous medium.13 However, when the metal
is placed between two dielectrics (air and semiconductor) light
scatters preferentially into the dielectric with the larger permittivity,
which can be chosen to be the semiconductor.73 This scattered light
then acquires an angular spread in the semiconductor that effectively
increases the optical path length. Moreover, the light scattered at an
angle beyond the critical angle for reﬂection remains trapped in the

semiconductor.74 In addition, if the semiconductor has a reﬂecting
metal back contact, light reﬂected towards the surface will couple
to the metal nanoparticles and be partly reradiated into the
semiconductor by the same scattering mechanism.75 As a result,
the incident light passes several times through the semiconductor
ﬁlm (Fig. 4a), which enhances the charge carrier generation in the
semiconductor.52 Hence, plasmonic metal is exceptionally useful to
couple and trap freely propagating plane waves from the Sun into an
absorbing semiconductor thin ﬁlm.77 Though the underlying mechanism of electromagnetic enhancement is similar to a near-ﬁeld
coupling, plasmonic light scattering can enhance carrier generation
over much larger distances. Plasmonic light scattering property is
commonly used in photovoltaics to produce high electric current and
in catalytic water splitting to produce sustainable fuels.51,78,79 Larger
metal nanoparticles are preferred in this case, as they are dominated
by scattering rather than absorption.
Guided mode through SPP.—SPPs and guided modes can also
be used to trap light efﬁciently into the semiconductor to enhance the
charge carrier generation. When a corrugated metallic ﬁlm is placed
on the back surface of a thin semiconductor ﬁlm, light is converted
into SPPs which are electromagnetic waves that travel along the
metal-semiconductor (Fig. 4b).6,52,80 At the plasmon resonance
frequency, the evanescent electromagnetic SPP ﬁelds are conﬁned
near the interface at dimensions much smaller than the wavelength.81
SPPs excited at the metal/semiconductor interface can efﬁciently
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Figure 4. (a) Illustration of light scattering from metal nanoparticles, which increase the effective optical path length. (b) Schematic of surface plasmon
polaritons at the metal/semiconductor interface, which propagates in the plane of the semiconductor layer. Adapted with permission from Ref. 76. Copyright
2010 Nature Springer. (c) Representation of PIRET and FRET energy transfer; semiconductor is excited for FRET and its energy transfers to the plasmonic
metal. In PIRET, the plasmon is excited and its energy transfers to the semiconductor. Adapted with permission from Ref. 40. Copyright 2015 Nature Springer.

trap and guide light into the semiconductor layer. Moreover, the
incident light is effectively turned by 90° resulting in the light
absorption along the lateral direction of the geometry, which has
dimensions that are orders of magnitude larger than the optical
absorption length.82 This plasmonic effect is commonly used in solar
cells as metal back contacts.83–86 Guided modes can directly induce
photocatalysis by guiding photons to the adsorbate that activates the
reaction.
Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET).—Contrary to the
electromagnetic energy transfer from a plasmonic metal to a
semiconductor, incoherent energy transfer in the opposite direction
from the semiconductor to the metal is also possible through dipoledipole interaction. This process is known as ﬂuorescence (or Förster)
resonance energy transfer (FRET),87 which is the complementary
process of PIRET and can reduce the photocatalytic activity of the
semiconductor. FRET is controlled by the dipole moment and
dephasing time of both the semiconductor and the plasmonic metal.
Wu and co-workers distinguished FRET from PIRET in a sandwich
conﬁguration, Au@SiO2@Cu2O that the energy transfer would be
symmetric if dipole moments of metal and semiconductor are
equal.40 If the semiconductor has a higher dipole moment than the
metal, energy transfer from semiconductor to metal (FRET) dominates whereas PIRET would be established in the case of metal
possessing a higher dipole moment (Fig. 4c).

Plasmonic Hot Electron-hole Driven Photocatalytic Reactions
In addition to the above plasmonic electromagnetic effects,
plasmonic metals can also directly induce photocatalysis by generating charge carriers (plasmonic hot electron-hole pairs) themselves via surface plasmon non-radiative decay. The hot electron or
hole can directly enter into the adsorbate molecules or transfer into
the semiconductor where a catalytic conversion occurs on the
semiconductor surface.
Before discussing the mechanisms of hot electrons transfer, it is
worth clarifying the term “hot electrons” which is often used in
different scientiﬁc ﬁelds. The name “hot electrons” was originally
introduced to describe non-equilibrium electrons in semiconductors
whose carrier density can be described using an effective temperature term.88,89 Electrons emitted through the photoelectric effect
from the Fermi level into vacuum are also termed hot electrons.22
The photoemitted electron simultaneously leaves a hole at its
original position and both are collectively called hot carriers as
their energies are larger than those of thermal excitations at ambient
temperature. They can be captured by a counter-electrode to
generate electric current90 or allowed to dissociate/desorb small
molecules on the surface.91,92 Alternatively, when an exothermic
chemical reaction deposits energy on a metal surface, hot electrons
can be emitted which are not in thermal equilibrium.93 Hot electrons
can also be generated in dye molecules attached to a semiconductor
in dye-sensitized solar cells.94,95
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Hot electrons in plasmonics differ from the photoelectric effect in
such a way that they are distributed between Fermi and vacuum
levels (Fig. 5a).98 Au and Ag nanostructures were widely reported
for hot-electron generation with energies between 1 eV and 4 eV
under ambient conditions depending on their carrier concentration,
particle size, and shape.28,99 These hot electrons can directly enter
into a nearby electron acceptor medium (semiconductor or adsorbate
molecules) within femtosecond time scales.100 In the following subsections, mechanisms of plasmonic hot electron-driven photocatalytic reactions are discussed in detail.
Plasmonic hot electron driven photocatalysis on the semiconductor surface.—Plasmonic hot electrons can efﬁciently transfer
into the conduction band of an appropriate semiconductor through
the Schottky barrier,101–103 which was ﬁrst demonstrated by Tian
and Tatsuma.104 Tsai and co-workers reported the hot-electron
transfer from a plasmonic metal to an n-type semiconductor.96
Under dark conditions, the metal nanoparticle has a continuous
Fermi–Dirac distribution of electron states, which gains energy
through the non-radiative decay of LSPR under light irradiation,
resulting in an electron population above the Fermi level. The
electrons with energies higher than the Schottky barrier transfer into
the semiconductor (Fig. 5b).96 This process must occur faster than
the standard Fermi–Dirac distribution re-established through electron-electron scattering.14 In addition to the hot electron transfer

through the Schottky barrier, tunnelling across the barrier can also
take place, albeit with a much lower probability.22 The energy
needed for the hot electrons to overcome the Schottky barrier is
considerably smaller than the bandgap of the semiconductor and
hence this process permits generating charge-carriers using lowenergy incident photons.105 Once the hot electrons are transferred to
the semiconductor, the metal attains a net positive charge because of
electronic depletion. Electron-donor molecules can regenerate the
electrons by scavenging the holes to keep the charge balance,
sustaining an electric current, or running a photochemical reaction
continuously.101,106–109 This effect is highly dependent on the
alignment of the band structure of the semiconductor and the
Fermi level of the metal.
There were several reports on plasmonic hot electron enhanced
photovoltaics110–114 and photocatalysis,103,115–118 often involving
Au and Ag nanoparticles in contact with TiO2.119–123 To prove hotelectron transfer from metal to the semiconductor, Tian and Tatsuma
examined the absorbance of an Au-TiO2 ﬁlm under white light
illumination.97 In an inert (N2 saturated) medium, a gradual increase
in the absorbance was observed due to the conversion of Ti4+ states
into Ti3+ by hot electrons injection into TiO2 (Fig. 5c).124 When O2
bubbled, the absorbance was decreased quickly due to the oxygen
reduction by the hot electrons, which prevented the Ti4+ conversion.
The control experiment in the absence of Au exhibited no absorbance, which further supports the claim. Furthermore, in the absence

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of hot electron generation in metal nanoparticles through surface plasmon decay. (b) Light irradiation of plasmonic metal nanoparticles
excites the electron from the lower energy levels to the high energy levels and then transfer them to the conduction band (CB) of the semiconductor. Adapted
with permission from Ref. 96. Copyright 2013 IOP Science. (c) Absorbance spectrum of the Au-TiO2 (circles) and TiO2 (triangles) ﬁlms under white light
illumination in an N2-saturated electrolyte before and after O2 bubbling. (d) Absorption spectra of the Au-TiO2 in the N2-saturated electrolyte irradiated with
white light (a) at the beginning, (b) after 30 min, and (c) ethanol added to the electrolyte. Adapted with permission from Ref. 97. Copyright 2005 American
Chemical Society.
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of ethanol (hole-scavenger), absorbance was higher in the beginning
and reduced after 30 min (Fig. 5d, curves a-b) as the electrons in Au
were drained over time and the transfer to TiO2 reduced. However,
as soon as ethanol was added again absorbance increased (curve c)
as Au reactivated.
It is worth noting that the plasmonic metal must be in direct
contact with the semiconductor to see the hot electron-induced
photocatalysis. However, near-ﬁeld coupling and light scattering are
inevitable in this conﬁguration and hence one cannot say that the
observed photocatalysis is only due to the hot electrons. There is
however a possible way to minimize the inﬂuence of the light
scattering effect by choosing small nanoparticles that have a low
scattering cross-section. If the semiconductor has bandgap energy
larger than the plasmonic resonance of the metal, the near-ﬁeld
coupling is limited. For instance, the photocatalytic reaction using
40 nm Au nanoparticles deposited over UV responsive TiO2 under
the illumination of light with a wavelength larger than 500 nm would
reduce scattering and near-ﬁeld coupling, such that the photocatalytic reaction observed in this case is mostly due to the hot electrons.
The hot electron transfer from Au nanoparticles to the CB of the
TiO2 semiconductor followed by a photocatalytic reaction on the
surface of the TiO2 might work for dye degradation reaction, but not
for H2 generation from water splitting as TiO2 has poor or no active
sites for proton adsorption. To overcome this, a Pt cocatalyst must be
deposited on the surface of TiO2 to produce H2.125
As opposed to plasmonic hot-electron transfer, the semiconductor
can transfer conduction band electrons to the metal if the excitation
condition activates the semiconductor rather than the metal, resulting
in direct charge carrier transfer, an equivalent of FRET. A
direct electron transfer from the conduction band of TiO2 to Au
nanoparticles was observed by Silva et al. under UV–light irradiation (Fig. 6a).126 Linic and co-workers observed the same effect in
the Ag/TiO2 system.28 In such cases (plasmon effects off) the metal
nanoparticles are acting as cocatalysts and enhance the charge separation.
Hot-electron driven photocatalysis directly on the plasmonic
metal surface.—In the absence of a semiconductor, the metal
nanoparticle itself can induce photocatalysis on its surface by
transferring hot electrons directly into the adsorbate when the hotelectron has an energy higher than the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) energy of the adsorbed molecule.128 After hot
electron injection, transient ions or excited states are formed, where
the adsorbate–metal system moves to a new potential energy surface
and forces are induced on atoms in the adsorbate. These forces lead
to the nuclear motion of atoms, which can result in the activation of
chemical bonds and chemical transformations.12 Such reactions
induced by hot electrons are reduction reactions.129 On the other
hand, hot holes generated in the metal nanoparticle below the Fermi
level, can induce oxidation reactions through electron transfer from
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the adsorbate to
the holes.130 To favour holes-driven oxidation reactions, holes must
have deeper positive potential than the HOMO level of the
adsorbate, otherwise, electron transfer from the molecules to the
holes is prevented (Fig. 6b).131 In the case of interband excitation,
hot holes are generated in the d-band with energy more positive than
the adsorbate HOMO levels, permitting electron transfer and
inducing oxidation reactions.132,133 In the following subsections,
we discuss the hot electron-driven reduction reaction, which is
driven by either indirect charge transfer (Landau damping),134 or
direct charge transfer (chemical interface damping).135
Indirect charge transfer.—In the indirect charge-transfer mechanism, electron-hole pairs photogenerated on the metal surface
through Landau damping with electron energies randomly distributed above the Fermi level.136 These electrons can subsequently
transfer to the adsorbate acceptor states as long as the LUMO energy
matches (Fig. 6c). The lifetime of these high-energetic electrons is
low137–139 and they may lose energy through electron-electron
scattering, resulting in a large number of low-energy electrons.12

This suggests that indirect charge transfer is mainly due to the lowenergy electrons and the photocatalytic reaction proceeds through
the interactions of the adsorbate orbitals with energies close to the
Fermi level of the metal. This indirect charge transfer mechanism
offers limited opportunity to selectively target speciﬁc orbitals by
controlling the optical properties of the nanostructure. There were
several reports on hot electron-driven photocatalytic reactions on
metal surfaces.140–147 For instance, Halas and co-workers reported
plasmonic Landau damping for room temperature dissociation of H2
on Au nanoparticles embedded with TiO2 catalyst under visible light
irradiation.148 The DFT results suggest that the hot electrons
distributed above the Fermi level transfer into the antibonding
orbital of the H2 molecule. Subsequently, it creates a transient
negative ion, which dissociates into atomic H by transferring the
electron back to the AuNP. The same group, in the follow-up
studies, used the Au-SiO2149 and aluminium nanocrystal150 plasmonic conﬁgurations for H2 dissociation reaction.
Direct charge transfer.—In the direct charge transfer mechanism,
photon absorption and charge-carrier generation are initiated by the
interaction of plasmons with the accessible adsorbate electronic
states.12,136,151 As a result, hot electrons can directly enter into the
higher energy LUMO orbital that matches incident photon energy,
rather than ﬁrst occupying available states in the metal (Fig. 6d).
This process is known as chemical interface damping. Linic and coworkers observed direct charge transfer in an optically excited Agnanocube-methylene blue (MB) system.127 Hot electrons generated
in the Ag nanoparticles are transferred directly into an unoccupied
orbital with matching energy within the MB molecule (Fig. 6e).
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) was used to distinguish the direct charge transfer effect from indirect charge transfer.
The ratio of Anti-Stokes to Stokes scattering, which is a measure
of the number of excited molecules, was found to be higher at
785 nm excitation than at 532 nm (Fig. 7a). If the indirect charge
transfer mechanism had been dominant, the ratio would have
been higher for the higher energy 532 nm irradiation. Instead, the
excitation proceeds through direct charge transfer since the HOMOLUMO energy gap reduced by chemisorption matches the photon
energy at 785 nm.153 Photocatalysis through direct charge transfer
has started to receive attention due to its adsorbate orbital selectivity.
However, as it is a very recent ﬁeld of research, there are only
limited reports discussing the subject.154–157 Metals with resonance
wavelength matching the charge excitation energy of adsorbates can
accelerate chemical reactions, offering an opportunity to enhance the
rate and selectivity of chemical transformations.
Though photocatalysis driven by photogenerated plasmonic hot
electron transfer from metal nanoparticles to the conduction band of
the semiconductor was reported,15,158 plasmonic hot electron
mediated photocatalysis directly on the metal surface is still under
debate. For instance, Sivan et al. claimed that the earlier reports on
plasmonic hot electron driven reduction reactions directly on the
metal surface were purely driven by heat.159 His group further
claimed that the irradiation of metal nanoparticles may photogenerate the non-thermal electrons and holes but are less efﬁcient to drive
the chemical reaction; they demonstrated that the majority of the
absorbed light heated the metal surface.160 Indeed, it is challenging
to study the temperature rise experimentally at the nanoscale.
Alternatively, numerical simulation has been used, in which mostly
single or few nanoparticles were assumed, although, the long-range
inter-particle thermal interaction played a crucial role.160,161 It is
even more complicated during pulse radiation experiments, due to
the transient nature of the temperatures and the differences between
the electron and lattice temperatures.161 On the other hand, the
theoretical studies of continuous-wave irradiation mostly ignore the
possibility of an increase in electron and phonon temperatures. Zhou
et al. attempted to clarify this fact by quantifying the non-thermal
carriers and thermal effects for ammonia decomposition reaction
using Cu-Ru nanoparticles surrounded by a 300 μm MgO under
pulsed irradiation.162 The surface temperature of the catalyst was
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Figure 6. (a) Electron transfer from TiO2 to Au under UV light excitation in the photocatalytic proton reduction reaction. Adapted with permission from
Ref. 126. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (b) Illustration of the electron transfer from HOMO of the adsorbate to the hot holes resulting oxidation
reaction when their energy levels are matching. (c) Schematic of indirect charge-transfer mechanism. (d) Representation of direct charge-transfer mechanism. (e)
Distinguishing direct and indirect charge transfer in Ag-MB system. Adapted with permission from Ref. 127. Copyright 2016 Nature Springer.

monitored by using a thermal imaging camera and claimed that the
plasmon-mediated decomposition reaction rate was much higher
than the reaction driven by the pure thermal effect. Again, this work
was questioned by Sivan et al. that this report was not reproducible
as the temperature measurement was not accurate both experimentally and numerically.163 Based on these discussions, we conclude
that advanced pico/femtosecond spectroscopies are crucial to
monitor the plasmonic hot electron transport, including from metal
to the adsorbate molecules.

Thermo-Plasmonics
Plasmonic electromagnetic effects and charge-carrier assisted
photocatalysis take place at femtosecond time scales before the
energetic electrons relax back to the lattice. This charge-carrier
relaxation process heats the nanostructure, providing an alternative
mechanism for photocatalysis. The charge carriers formed at the
surface of the metal relax by interacting with electrons in the system
(electron-electron scattering), resulting in an athermal charge-carrier
distribution that cannot be described with a Fermi–Dirac
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Figure 7. (a) Stokes (blue) and anti-Stokes (red) spectra for Ag nanocube–methylene blue structures observed using a 532-nm (a) or 785-nm (b) laser. Adapted
with permission from Ref. 127. Copyright 2016 Nature Springer. (b) Illustration of intramolecular HOMO−LUMO transitions in weakly chemisorbed systems.
(c) Mechanism of direct photoexcitation of strong chemisorption bond formed between metal and adsorbate, resulting in desorption of molecules. (d) Schematic
of the vibrational energy transfer into adsorbates or adsorbate−metal bonds through photo-excitation. Adapted with permission from Ref. 152. Copyright 2014
American Chemical Society.

distribution.12 In a few hundred femtoseconds this distribution
thermalizes to a Fermi–Dirac distribution with a temperature higher
than the phonon temperature.164 The thermalized electrons cool
down within a few picoseconds by transferring energy to the phonon
modes.165,166 The energy transfer to the phonon modes increases the
temperature of the nanoparticles which is then distributed to the
environment over longer timescales.27,167 The reaction dynamics of
the photocatalysis induced by the plasmonic heating are identical to
the conventional heating of nanoparticles. Even though the temperature rise through charge-carrier relaxation is small, it can induce
chemical reactions.168 There have been a few reports describing
photocatalysis driven by plasmonic local heating.169–172 For instance, Adleman and co-workers reported catalytic steam reforming
of ethanol using spherical Au nanoparticles irradiated with a light of
107 times higher intensity than solar ﬂux.173 Gas bubbles were
formed on the surface of the nanoparticles and the reaction taking
place at the bubble-nanoparticle interface caused the reformation of
ethanol. The heat produced by plasmonic nanoparticles has been
widely used in the biomedical ﬁeld to selectively denature various
carcinomas.174–176 For instance, Hirsch et al. treated epithelial
carcinoma, a form of breast cancer, by localized heating of
SiO2–Au core–shell particles using laser light.177
Thermo-plasmonics is efﬁcient in very small nanoparticles under
very high intensity of light irradiation (orders of magnitude higher
than solar ﬂux) as temperature rise is proportional to the absorbed
power. For larger nanoparticles, a negligible temperature increase is

expected.178 To study this effect separately from hot carriers,
nanoparticles have to be irradiated using continuous-wave as it is
proved to induce photocatalysis through a purely thermal effect. In
the case of pulsed radiation, the reaction mechanism would follow
hot-electron mediated photocatalysis.179 It is, however, difﬁcult to
isolate thermal effects from electromagnetic effects.
Chemical Effect in Photocatalysis
The previous sections dealt with how irradiating the plasmonic
metal results in various electromagnetic, charge transfer, and thermal
effects that can catalyze chemical reactions. In addition to these
effects, the mere presence of the metal can have a chemical inﬂuence
on the molecules and modify how they respond to any illumination.
These chemical effects play an important role in photocatalysis but
are often overlooked or confused with other plasmonic effects. We
attempt to clarify this difference in this section.
Adsorption of the molecules on the metal surface permits
breaking the molecule under low energy conditions.153 For instance,
the H2 molecule needs 4.7 eV to dissociate in the gas phase whereas
adsorption on the metal oxide surface reduces it to 2.3 eV, such that
photons with 2.3 eV energy can now break the molecule.149 The
adsorbed molecule dissociates through allowable electronic transitions by absorbing photons. Plasmonic nanostructures can further
enhance this process through electromagnetic effects as discussed
previously. The same behaviour can also be observed in
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non-plasmonic metals, although these cases usually require highenergy UV photons to excite the adsorbate molecules.180 Based on
the nature of the chemical bond between adsorbate and metal,
molecular dissociation from the surface can happen through intramolecular HOMO-LUMO transition and the excitation of the
hybridized substrate-adsorbate bond. A weak chemical bond between the metal and the adsorbate perturbs the HOMO and LUMO
energy levels of the adsorbate (Fig. 7b).152 Electronic transitions can
take place from HOMO to LUMO by gaining the energy from a
photon matching the modiﬁed energy gap. This process of electron
transfer within the adsorbate molecule is termed as intramolecular
HOMO-LUMO transition. It exhibits wavelength-dependent reaction cross-sections that mimic the absorption spectra of the adsorbate
molecules in the gas phase, with slightly decreased excitation
energies due to metal-induced perturbations of the molecular
electronic states.181,182 There are very few reports discussing direct
intramolecular HOMO−LUMO transition as the dominant mechanism in the molecular dissociation of weakly-chemisorbed
adsorbates.183,184 This kind of mechanism is less studied for
plasmonic metals and represents an open research area for the future.
In the case of strong chemisorption between metal and adsorbate,
the hybridization of metal and adsorbate orbitals forms bonding and
antibonding states (Fig. 7c).164,185,186 Photocatalytic dissociation of
adsorbate occurs through direct electronic transitions between the
hybridized bonding and antibonding states.152 The bonding orbital
has a predominant metal character while the antibonding orbital has
a molecular character, such that the electron transfer is regarded as
metal to the molecule.164 Photocatalytic dissociation of water,
hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide on the metal surfaces through
strong chemisorption has been reported.187–190
Alternatively, the metal can catalyze chemical reactions involving multiple molecules by acting as a reaction site. Photocatalytic
desorption of the adsorbate molecules occurs through selectively
breaking the bond between metal and adsorbate, and forming new
products by combining two or more desorbed molecules.191,192
Recently, Kale et al. reported CO oxidation on Pt nanoparticles in
which direct photoexcitation of the Pt-CO hybridized bond was
identiﬁed as the driving mechanism.152 In the presence of O2 and H2,
Pt forms a Pt-O bond and provides O atom through desorption that
combines with desorbed CO forming CO2. Figure 7d illustrates the
deposition of vibrational energy into adsorbates or adsorbate−metal
bonds through photoexcitation. It promotes the system into an
excited potential energy surface, where different equilibrium bond
distances between the excited and ground-state potential energy

surfaces induce nuclear motion, depositing vibrational energy into
the system and driving reactions. Hence, the activation of targeted
adsorbate−metal bonds through direct photoexcitation of hybridized
electronic states enables high selectivity and opens new avenues to
induce speciﬁc catalytic reactions that cannot be achieved using
thermal energy.
It is worth noting that chemical effects would dominate if nonplasmonic metals are used in photocatalysis. However, in the case of
photocatalysis on plasmonic metal surfaces, the overall efﬁciency
depends on both chemical and plasmonic effects. It is possible to
differentiate them by comparing the reaction rates when the
molecule has direct access to the metal particle and when that direct
contact is prevented using different spacers with varying chemical
properties.
Comparison

of

the
Photoconversion
of Plasmonic Effects

Efﬁciency

It is essential to identify which plasmonic effect is more
competent to achieve high solar energy conversion (photoconversion) efﬁciency for photocatalysis. The interplay between the
plasmonic near-ﬁeld coupling, scattering, and hot electrons can be
explained by plasmon dephasing including both coherent and
incoherent dynamics using a density matrix model, an extended
model to Shockley–Queisser limit calculations.193 The overall
photoconversion efﬁciency depends on the plasmon energy, the
semiconductor energy and the plasmon dephasing. When the
plasmon energy is higher than the bandgap energy of the semiconductor, and the plasmon dephasing time is close to the value of
bulk metals (20–30 fs), the plasmonic scattering exhibits the best
photoconversion. This is because the enhanced charge carrier
generation in the semiconductor as scattering allows more light to
be trapped in the semiconductor, which is the case for larger
nanoparticles (>100 nm) as plasmons dephase radiatively upon
increasing particle volume. To obtain maximum photoconversion
using the scattering, the semiconductor bandgap must be close to
1.8 eV as it covers the intense portion of the solar spectrum. On the
other hand, the photoconversion efﬁciency of hot electron transfer
into the CB of the semiconductor is high only when the semiconductor has a large bandgap (in the UV region) and the plasmon has
less energy than bandgap, for instance, 1.8 eV. This effect can be
realized in smaller nanoparticles (10–20 nm) with the optimal
plasmon dephasing time of 3–10 fs. The photoconversion efﬁciency
of PIRET (also known as near-ﬁeld coupling or dipole-dipole
coupling) is high when the plasmon energy is slightly less or near

Figure 8. (a) The plasmonic enhancement mechanism responsible for the maximum conversion efﬁciency at a plasmon–semiconductor energy combination for
photo-to-chemical conversion under AM1.5 G spectrum. (b) The maximum enhancement from optimal plasmon energy and dephasing (considering the
synergistic effect of all plasmonic enhancement mechanisms) compared to the semiconductor alone absorbing light and the case of 100% absorption at the band
edge. The 2.0 eV bandgap required for water splitting is indicated. Adapted with permission from Ref. 193. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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the bandgap energy of the semiconductor, and the plasmon
dephasing time must be close to the dephasing time of the
semiconductor. In comparison, the plasmonic near-ﬁeld coupling is
more efﬁcient than hot electron injection as it can excite a few times
more charge carriers in the semiconductor (Fig. 8a). Though
plasmonic hot electron-driven photocatalysis has poor photoconversion efﬁciency compared to near-ﬁeld coupling, the electrons
transferred to the CB of the semiconductor are still hot, i.e. exhibit
a non-thermal distribution, which has a higher thermodynamic
driving force than conventional photosensitizers.194 Figure 8b shows
the predicted maximum efﬁciency obtained for photocatalytic water
splitting using the combination of all plasmonic effects compared to
the semiconductor alone.
Controlling the Plasmonic Effects
Plasmon dephasing is a crucial parameter to control the plasmonic effects for solar energy conversion including photocatalysis.
For better solar energy conversion, the plasmon must have a strong
dipole moment as well as cover a broad region of the solar spectrum.
In contrast, the dephasing has an inverse relationship with the
oscillator strength and the linewidth (Fig. 9). As mentioned, the
plasmon dephasing time is less than 20−30 fs and mainly depends
on the nanoparticle size, shape, and material, as well as the band

alignment and geometry of the metal-semiconductor heterostructures. Therefore, the balance between the near-ﬁeld coupling,
scattering, and hot carrier generation can be tuned by changing the
materials and modifying the fabrication/morphology conditions. For
instance, plasmonic scattering dominates in large nanoparticles
(>100 nm) as the radiative damping increases with the volume
while the dephasing time (30 fs) remains close to that of bulk metals
(Fig. 9g).195 When reducing the particle size to 15 nm, the near-ﬁeld
coupling dominates as the non-radiative damping increases in
smaller particles (Fig. 9h); reducing the size further to 2 nm results
in the dephasing of the plasmon immediately into a hot electron
exhibiting a minimal optical response (Fig. 9i).
In addition to the dephasing, fabrication conditions can also
control the plasmonic effects. For instance, Cushing et al. have
successfully demonstrated the control of plasmonic near-ﬁeld
coupling and hot electron injection using a time-resolved transient
absorption spectroscopy (pump-probe) approach in Ag@TiO2 and
Au@TiO2 core–shell particles (Fig. 10).102 Plasmonic enhancement
was determined based on the difference in the transient signal when
the pump beam moved from 400 to 700 nm, recording the positive
signal at each wavelength. Hot electron transfer from Au into the
TiO2 CB was selectively observed in Au@TiO2 (Fig. 10c), whereas
in Ag@TiO2 structure (Fig. 10a) the combined effect of near-ﬁeld

Figure 9. Effect of plasmon dephasing on optical response. (a)–(c) Time evolution of the plasmon and the balance between the population and polarization
(related to scattering) changes with increasing dephasing rate. (d)–(f) Optical properties from the time evolution in part (a)–(c). Scattering dominates for long
dephasing times; absorption dominates for short dephasing times. The peak cross-section also decreases and the line width increases with increasing dephasing
rate. (g)–(i) The change in optical response with dephasing (parts d−f) can be related to the change in the plasmon absorption and scattering strengths with size.
Small metal nanoparticles with quick dephasing times predominantly absorb incident light, whereas large metal nanoparticles with longer dephasing times
predominantly scatter incident light. Adapted with permission from Ref. 195. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 10. Control of plasmonic enhancement mechanism. The theoretical enhancement predicted for PIRET and hot electrons are shown as ﬁlled curves. (a) In
Ag@TiO2 structure, spectral overlap exists between metal and semiconductor, and PIRET and hot electron injection are measured. (b) The addition of a SiO2
barrier to Ag@TiO2 eliminates hot electron injection. (c) Switching the metal core to Au eliminates spectral overlap and PIRET, and hence selective hot electron
enhancement. (d) Inserting a SiO2 barrier in Au@TiO2 eliminates both hot electron injection and PIRET despite strong light absorption by plasmonic Au. The
transient absorption percentage is scaled to correct for incident power ﬂuctuations at each wavelength. Adapted with permission from Ref. 102. Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.

coupling and hot electron transfer was observed due to the overlap
between plasmon energy and bandgap energy of TiO2. By depositing
a ∼10 nm SiO2 dielectric layer between Ag and TiO2, a selective
near-ﬁeld coupling was demonstrated in Ag@SiO2@TiO2 as SiO2
prevents hot electron transfer from Ag into TiO2 (Fig. 10b). In the
case of depositing SiO2 between Au and TiO2, both hot electron
injection and near-ﬁeld coupling effects were absent (Fig. 10d).
Conclusion and Outlook
In summary, we have addressed and physically distinguished the
various plasmonic effects involved in photocatalysis. The incident
electromagnetic ﬁeld is locally ampliﬁed by the surface plasmon that
can enhance photocatalysis by inducing direct optical transitions in a
molecule or by improving the charge-carrier generation in the
semiconductor. The electromagnetic effect inﬂuences photocatalysis
through near-ﬁeld coupling, plasmonic light scattering, and guided
modes. Plasmonic hot carriers transferred to the semiconductor can
drive photocatalysis on the surface of the semiconductor. We have
attempted to clarify the confusing and often overlooked role of
chemical effects in plasmonic photocatalysis. The presence of the
metal particle completely changes the energy landscape in the
molecule, especially in the case of hybridization of metallic and
molecular orbitals. Hot carriers and chemical effects from metals,
combined with their role as a reaction site and the additional
electromagnetic and thermal enhancements, perform photocatalytic
reactions directly on plasmonic metal surfaces and provide an
exciting and promising avenue for research at the interface of
physics and chemistry.

To improve the efﬁciency of photocatalysis, the integration of
plasmonic materials with organic and inorganic semiconductors
would offer more possibilities to produce economically competitive
solar fuels. The optimization of the speciﬁc plasmonic effects is
essential for harvesting solar energy and driving photocatalysis
efﬁciently, which necessitates an in-depth understanding of the
origin of these effects. We propose the following strategies to
understand the mechanism thoroughly and improve photocatalytic
efﬁciency: i) while numerical techniques abound in both chemistry
(Ab initio molecular dynamics, density functional theories) and
electromagnetics communities (FDTD, modal methods, Green’s
function, and FEM), it remains a challenge to combine these
methods to study phenomena at the interface between chemistry
and plasmonics. Efforts must be undertaken to converge both
approaches, possibly using ﬁrst-principles calculations on surface
chemical reactions using quantum mechanical approaches as well as
electromagnetic simulations; ii) a more systematic approach should
be used to screen possible materials (including metals, semiconductors and molecules) and gather comprehensive information to
quantify the different factors affecting the performance of
plasmon-assisted photocatalytic reactions; iii) the complementary
approaches from the different scientiﬁc communities is also necessary to model plasmonic enhancement of chemical reactions and
design highly efﬁcient photocatalysts comprised of plasmonic
nanomaterials and semiconductors; iv) experimental techniques
also need to improve their resolution to study the charge-carrier
generation and surface chemistry at fast (e.g. femtosecond) time
scales; v) the type of adsorption (either chemisorption or
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physisorption) of molecules on the surface of the plasmonic metal or
semiconductor must be studied as it represents one of the decisive
factors to realise speciﬁc plasmonic effects in a controlled manner,
for example chemisorption may support extracting the hot electrons
directly from a plasmonic metal to the adsorbate molecules as metal
and adsorbate pre-exchange the electron via chemisorption, and,
hence, the electrons ﬁnd an easier way to occupy the hybridized
antibonding molecular orbitals; vi) hybrid antenna-reactors could be
developed, in which a plasmonic metal acts as an antenna to harvest
solar photons effectively and a noble metal electrocatalysts or
another transition metal catalyst acts as a microreactor to produce
selective fuels and high-value chemicals. We trust that the signiﬁcant contribution from the above-mentioned numerical, physics
and experimentally chemical engineering approaches will further
advance this topic to achieve signiﬁcant benchmark results in the
near future.
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